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The role of the nonadiabatic electron drive in regulating the isotope mass scaling of gyrokinetic turbulence is
assessed in the transition from ion-dominated core transport regimes to electron-dominated edge transport
regimes. The scaling of the plasma energy confinement time with hydrogenic isotope mass is of critical impor-
tance, as most tokamaks operate with deuterium (D) as the main ion species, while ITER calls for dominant
hydrogen (H) operation in the first phase, transitioning to 50:50 deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel composition at
reactor-level operation. Experimental observations often show confinement improving with increasing ion
mass {1}. Simple gyroBohm-scaling theoretical arguments (that ignore electron dynamics), however, predict
that the turbulent ion energy flux scales with the square root of the ion mass, with the implication that the
global confinement degrades with increasing ion mass. Using nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of DIII-D,
we illustrate a remarkable transition in the turbulent isotope scaling towards the plasma L-mode edge. The
transition is controlled by finite electron-to-ion mass-ratio dependence of the nonadiabatic electron response,
dominantly generated by the parallel motion, which represents a correction to bounce-averaging of the elec-
trons. The nonadiabatic electron drive strongly regulates the turbulence levels and plays a key role in altering
– and in the case of the DIII-D edge, reversing – the simple gyroBohm scaling rule. The finite electron-mass
correction is larger for light ions and increases with increasing q so that, while it is weak in the core, it dom-
inates the mass scaling in the edge. Overall, these results may have favorable implications for global energy
confinement and for the power threshold for the L-mode to H-mode transition in a reactor like ITER from H
to D to DT, consistent with recent experimental observations comparing hydrogen and deuterium plasmas
{2}.

Theoretical basis for gyrokinetic isotope scaling

The ion gyrokinetic equation together with the assumption of purely adiabatic electrons describes ion energy
fluxes Qa that exhibit simple gyroBohm scaling:

Qa = C0 QGBa where QGBa = QGBD
√

ma/mD .

Here, the subscript a is the species index, QGBD
.
= neTecsDρ2∗D is the deuterium gyroBohm energy flux,

csD =
√

Te/mD is the deuterium sound speed and ρ∗D = (csD/ΩD,unit)/a is the normalized deuterium ion-
sound gyroradius. BecauseC0 is species-independent, we must always observeQH < QD < QT, i.e. heavier
isotopes should give rise to confinement degradation. When kinetic electron dynamics are fully retained,
however, we expect the more complicated true gyroBohm scaling:

Qa = C (me/ma)QGBa ,

that contains an additional electron-to-ion mass-ratio dependence. We observe that theme/ma mass depen-
dence of C typically opposes the simple gyroBohm mass dependence, and can in some cases dominate and
reverse the gyroBohm dependence so that QH > QD > QT.

Reversal of simple gyroBohm scaling in electron-transport dominated edge regimes

Using CGYRO {3} we gauge the influence of kinetic electrons on the isotope scaling of energy flux in the tran-
sition from ion-dominated (core) transport regimes to electron-dominated (edge-typical) transport regimes.
Simulation parameters are based on DIII-D #173147 at t=1705ms, an ohmically-heated L-mode discharge. Fig.
1 shows that CGYRO matches the total (e+i) experimental power-balance flux in both the ion-dominated core
and the electron-dominated edge (r/a ≥ 0.9), where Qe ∼ 1.5Qi and TGLF underestimates the edge elec-
tron transport. The dominant linear mode in the core is ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) driven, whereas in
the edge an electron temperature gradient-driven trapped electron mode (TEM) dominates. Fig. 2 compares
the simulated ion energy flux for deuterium versus hydrogen versus 50:50 DT as the main ion species (with
all other experimental parameters fixed). In the ITG-dominated regime, QH ∼ QD ∼ QDT, meaning sim-
ple gyroBohm scaling is broken. This is dominantly due to electron collisions, which more strongly stabilize
heavier species {4}, and weakly to the E × B flow shear {5}. However, a near gyroBohm scaling can be re-
covered by scaling the electron collision rate and the E × B shearing rate with the main ion thermal speed.
In contrast, in the TEM-dominated edge regime, a strong reversal from the gyroBohm scaling is found, with
QH ≫ QD ≫ QDT. This implies that hydrogen confinement relative to deuterium is expected to be signifi-
cantly worse than expected by the simple gyroBohm mass scaling. We demonstrate that this reversal is due
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to the nonadiabatic electron drive from the kinetic electron parallel response which acts to enhance the TEM
turbulence for light ions.

Figure 1: Total energy flux (Qe +QD) comparing CGYRO and TGLF with experimental DIII-D power
balance.

Figure 2: CGYRO energy flux for DIII-D #173147 comparing DT, D, and H showing a strong, favorable
reversal from simple gyroBohm scaling in the edge.

Key role of the nonadiabatic electron response

The reversal from gyroBohm scaling in the electron transport-dominated edge is controlled by finite electron-
to-ion mass-ratio dependence of the nonadiabatic electron response {6}. At fixed plasma gradients, this nona-
diabatic effect is strongly enhanced at increased q, as shown in Fig. 3, and thus dominates in the plasma edge.
This is consistent with the q-dependence of the electron parallel timescale relative to the ion drift timescale:
(vi/a)τe ∼ q(R0/a)vi/ve ∼ q(R0/a)

√
me/mi. For massless electrons, τe → 0, such that the passing nona-

diabatic distribution vanishes and the trapped distribution is bounce-averaged and independent of mass ratio.
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At finite electron mass, the nonadiabatic correction increases with q and decreases with mi. Thus, for light
species like hydrogen, deviation from the bounce-averaged limit is larger than for deuterium. Electron colli-
sions provide a secondary mass-ratio correction to the flux scaling, so to recover simple gyroBohm scaling at
low q it is also necessary to reduce the collision frequency to eliminateme-dependence of the trapped-passing
boundary layer width (shown in Fig. 3 for q < 2 when ν̄e → 0).

Figure 3: Comparison of D and H energy flux for DIII-D #173147 at r/a = 0.9, showing reversal from
gyroBohm scaling at large q.

Implications for global confinement and the L-H threshold in a reactor

For assessing the isotope scaling of global energy confinement in a reactor like ITER, it is essential to prop-
erly treat the precise nonadiabatic electron dynamics. Fluid or even bounce-averaged electron models are
unlikely to recover the correct ion-mass scaling. For a full transport analysis, additional influences (e.g. impu-
rities, heating, MHD) beyond the scope of this work must also be considered. However, plasma confinement
is known to be sensitive to edge conditions. Tokamak L-mode edge conditions typically lead to electron
transport-dominated turbulence regimes such as studied here, for which the nonadiabatic electron drive is
enhanced, resulting in a favorable reversal of the simple gyroBohm scaling with ion mass from H to D to
DT. This has implications for lowering the power threshold for the L-mode to H-mode transition in a reactor
like ITER and could trend the theoretical turbulent-based global energy confinement isotope scaling toward
agreement with experimental observations.
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